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EExxeeccuuttiivvee  SSuummmmaarryy  
 
In the quarter ending November 30th actual savings achieved to date through the 
Transformation Initiative topped $1 million.  
 
Work during the quarter centered on four major areas:  (1) reinforcement of the 
Transformation philosophy to the leadership of the County’s affiliated boards, 
commissions and authorities, (2) actions to realize the opportunities previously 
identified, (3) continuing the research on the targeted service areas, and (4) preparing 
recommendations for consolidations.  
 
Consistent with our practice of transparency and the terms of the College/County 
shared services agreement, on September 21st a written report was submitted to 
the Board of Freeholders on the Initiative’s Second Quarter Results for Year Two.  
 
On September 28th Deputy Director McDonnell, Freeholder-Liaison Greco and Mr. 
Bezich conducted a meeting with the Courier-Post Editorial Board. Mr. Bezich 
delivered a PowerPoint presentation/status report and the full team responded to 
questions. The paper continues their support of the Initiative. 
 
The Gloucester County Times published an article entitled “Camden County 
Transformation Initiative Has Saved Nearly $1 Million” on October 30th.  Also during 
the quarter, the fall 2010 edition of the Camden County News – Recycler Edition, 
highlighted the consolidation of recycling services as a project of the Transformation 
Initiative. 
 
Finally, we delivered three presentations during the quarter: 
 

• September 23rd - New Jersey Local Unit Alignment, Reorganization and 
Consolidation Commission (LUARCC). 

 
• November 17th - NJ League of Municipalities 95th Annual Conference 

Session: Wondering How Your Municipality Will Survive With The 2% 
Cap-Consolidating Services—The Wave of the Future on November 17th. 

 
• November 30th - Cumberland County College and Cumberland County 

Board of Freeholders.  
 
(1)(1)  Reinforcement  of  Transformation  Philosophy:    Leadership  of  County-  

Affiliated  Boards,  Commissions  and  Authorities  
Reinforcement of Transformation Philosophy: Leadership of County-
Affiliated Boards, Commissions and Authorities

 
A prerequisite to the effective consolidation of services is a well established working 
relationship between the Board of Freeholders and the governing bodies of the 
County’s boards, commissions and authorities. To reinforce this philosophy a 
second Leadership Summit was conducted on October 25th. Almost 50 individuals 
were in attendance including 21 governing body members from the County’s 
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affiliated boards, commissions, and authorities along with their senior staff. An 
address from the Freeholder-Director and a project status report presentation 
reinforced the new philosophy on county governance. 
 
Publication of the first edition of the Transformation News represented another 
step toward unification and communicating the new philosophy. The News is an in-
house electronic newsletter published for the full family of organizations within the 
umbrella of county government. The quarterly publication is distributed via e-mail to 
employees of the freeholder-managed departments as well as all county affiliated 
organizations and their governing body members. Based on a corporate model, the 
publication illustrates the results of the Initiative and the benefits of cooperative 
governance.  
 
During the quarter work began on a short video production documenting the 
Transformation Initiative and its key elements. The production will be used to further 
extend transparency and civic engagement.  
 
 
(2)(2)  Actions:  Consolidation  Strategies  and  Savings  to  Date  Actions: Consolidation Strategies and Savings to Date
Work toward consolidation and savings continued during the third quarter in a number 
of areas. The highlights below represent actual savings achieved or critical action 
steps toward consolidation and further savings. Based on reporting to date, the 
Transformation Initiative has produced in excess of $1 million in actual savings. The 
breakdown is found on the chart below. 
 

Savings to Date ● Camden County Transformation Initiative 
 

Consolidated Payroll      $    7,000 
Consolidated Procurement-Trash   $828,454 
Consolidated Procurement-Printing   $  11,965 
Consolidated Publications     $  58,000 
Consolidated Courier Services    $  14,119 
Consolidated Recycling      $  32,537 
Consolidated Telecommunications    $    5,700 
Property & Casualty Insurance   $219,000 

TOTAL       $1,176,775 
         
 

• Start of the second class at Camden County University. On October 5th 

twenty-eight mid-level managers from the county and 6 county affiliates 
started a course on supervisory skills. The session will be completed on 
December 14th. A particular focus of this training is the reduction of 
unscheduled absences and absenteeism abuse. 

 
• Consolidated bids for printing, locksmith parts and supplies, and security 

services were issued by the county, with 6 affiliated agencies participating. 
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••  On September 23rd the Office of County Counsel, in cooperation with the IT 
Team conducted a demonstration of a Camden County Virtual Law Firm. 
Attorneys from County Counsel’s office, along with in-house counsel and 
outside counsel participated in the event which is an important first-step 
toward consolidation.  

  
••  Consistent with the inclusion of the former Camden County Pride into the 

Camden County College Magazine in July, the next edition of College 
Magazine will contain a 4-page insert on county news. The July 
consolidation saved $58,000. The spring 2011 College publication is 
expected to replicate this saving.  

  
••  September was the first month that the library couriers operated with new 

delivery routes. The reconfigured routes were a product of consolidated 
management of courier services. A comparison of fuel use in September and 
August showed a decrease of 54.7 gallons in September and a resulting 
savings of $119.48. Over a twelve-month period the new, more direct routes 
would generate a savings of approximately 656.4 gallons. If gas prices 
were to remain constant this would save approximately $1,433.76. Even with 
gas price increases, the efficiencies still represent a savings.  In addition, the 
average MPG increased from 10.1 to 13.4. Finally, a full quarter analysis of 
gas use between 2009 and 2010 showed that 280 gallons were used for the 
period of September - November 2010 compared to 316 gallons for the same 
period in 2009, a reduction of 36 gallons.  

    
(3)(3)  Continuing  Research  Continuing Research
The research and investigation illustrated below represents ongoing due diligence and 
efforts to assess the potential for consolidation.  
 

• IT team meetings with Pollution Control Financing Authority, Health Services 
Center and Improvement Authority to assess capabilities and needs. 

• Purchase authorization for new telecommunications equipment by the college 
and library to form the backbone of a new shared telecommunications 
system with the potential to bring on additional affiliates.  

• Findings that technology is the most evident collaboration target between the 
library and college library. A secondary point of synergy is the collaborative 
scheduling of space/rooms available at each entity to maximize usage and 
provide each organization with access to a larger inventory of facilities. 

• Progress advanced on the construction of a procurement portal to create 
a single consolidated entry to procurement opportunities county-wide. 
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(4)(4)  Recommendations:  Further  Consolidations  Recommendations: Further Consolidations
Based on the work to date below are a series of specific recommended consolidation 
actions. 
  

••  Janitorial  Services  Janitorial Services
The Initiative’s second quarter report contained a case study that compared the 
contracted services employed at the Hall of Justice with the in-house services at 
the Courthouse/City Hall. The unit-cost analysis found that costs were 
approximately 52% higher with the government-delivered services. The basis for 
the cost differential was identified and an assessment of qualitative factors was 
also considered.  The results were similar at other county organizations  where  
in-house costs were calculated and compared with the Hall of Justice. In sum, 
the same underlying factors pushed up costs (i.e., wage scale, benefits, time-off 
policies, supervision and scheduling).  The unit cost exercise proved extremely 
valuable in helping to identify the key variables that impact cost. With this 
knowledge, the affected organizations can explore strategies to offset these 
factors and achieve a more competitive cost structure. However, the private 
operations have flexibility and operating structures that make it extremely difficult 
for government systems to compete. 
 
While efforts are under way to address these findings, the data warrants a more 
aggressive response, namely, a formal solicitation of outside vendors and a 
comparison of public vs. private delivery systems for the courthouse and related 
county facilities. If successful, the courthouse can be used as a model for county 
affiliates and, if proven successful, the further extension of a model where a 
consolidated service contract for facility operation provides maximum leverage to 
the county and the associated savings. 
 
In sum, the county should embark on a pilot program to consolidate janitorial 
services beginning with a pilot project including the Courthouse/City Hall building 
and appropriate county facilities. The first-step in this process should be the 
preparation of an action plan that produces a formal solicitation of privately-
delivered janitorial and related facilities services. The county administration and 
janitorial team should lead this project. 

 
••  Information  Technology  Information Technology

The research to date has demonstrated that information technology services (i.e., 
computer technology and telecommunications) are common to all organizations 
within the county family. While specific applications vary, the technology 
infrastructure -- networks and hardware -- has many common dimensions. 
Geographic proximity among major county-affiliated units represents 
opportunities for more integrated and efficient service structures. Inconsistencies 
among organizations in areas such as disaster recovery and time and 
attendance systems further speak to the need for a county-wide approach with 
across-the-board standards. Pilot projects and a sampling of county affiliates 
have further documented a demand for a centralized IT structure. 
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Based on these findings we believe that information technology services clearly 
meet the criteria for consideration for consolidation.  The recommended first-step 
in this process is the creation of a matrix management structure identical to the 
one applied to procurement and legal services. Our recommended team leader is 
Darrell McMillion of the college with key support from Dave Sampieri who is 
employed by the county.  
 
Matrix management calls for the establishment of a functional line of authority 
between each organization’s IT point person and the team leader. The 
individuals continue to be employed by their “home” organizations and maintain a 
dual reporting relationship between their employer and their functional team 
leader. To date, matrix management has been effectively implemented in 
procurement where Anna Marie Wright has coordinated operations with the 
various purchasing agents and saved hundreds of thousands of dollars through 
consolidated purchasing. To create the structure, the county and all affiliates will 
need to adopt shared services agreements identical to what was done for 
procurement and legal services. 
 
Once matrix management is in place, due diligence should begin on a 
consolidation plan. At a minimum, the plan must: inventory the full complement of 
resources dedicated to information technology in each organization, confirm the 
expertise, capabilities and cost of IT, determine the type and level of service 
demand, examine geographic proximities between organizations and assess 
alternative delivery structures based on a consolidated framework. A necessary 
product of the due diligence must be a cost and service comparison that presents 
the cost savings and service improvements. With this and other information a 
final policy decision on consolidation can be made.  
 
Our research also indicates that the assessment process may require some 
outside assistance. To date, all research has been performed by in-house staff 
as time permits. However, day-to-day service demands on the IT team do not 
provide the allotment of time necessary to perform the due diligence required. 
With the appropriate level of assistance working with our in-house staff it is 
estimated that an assessment could be performed in eight to ten weeks.  
 
 

••  Technical  Institute  of  CCTS  to  Camden  County  College  Technical Institute of CCTS to Camden County College
 
Research findings show the potential for significant savings and enhanced 
academic offerings through the consolidation of the Technical School’s Adult 
Division –The Technical Institute of Camden County - within the College’s 
Division of Continuing Education. The Institute offers seven career programs 
and twelve apprentice offerings at the Gloucester Township campus of CCTS. 
There are presently academic relationships in place between the Technical 
Institute and the College. 
 
Such a consolidation would place all career oriented post secondary 
education programs under one entity and reduce overhead costs. Among the 
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benefits, the consolidation has the potential to: (1) expand the amount of 
college-credit earned by students, (2) consolidate administration and 
marketing, (3) eliminate redundant course offerings, and (4) provide students 
with access to financial aid.  Faculty would have the ability to be affiliated with 
the College as adjunct professors. 

 
The Education Committee supplemented by staff from each institution should 
embark on the development of a consolidation plan with a target cut-over date 
of July 1st, the start of each institution’s fiscal year. 




